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SUNNARY
!l • • • The
fact is that our foreign policy cannot be so~ething
apart from our domestic policy. Each has significant impact upon
the other ••• Taking one area in which domestic and foreign policy
are closely related, the Watergate inquiry raised SOMe questions
about possible CIA domestic activity ••• At the President's request,
I headed an inquiry into the allegations ..• Later Congressional
investigations went far beyond the domestic scene.
In the process
they exposed American foreign intelligence operations to the
world -- to the great profit of ?otential enemies and the grave
distress of foreign friends .•• An America without an effective in
telligence agency is a sitting duck in a world of loaded shot
guns ••• ;.

The Vice President devoted the main body of this speech
to "ten solid bases for American foreign policyll as follows;
FOSTERING ECONOrlIC GROT"!TH AT Hmm
.: ••• \1e must have a growth policy at home if \ole are to pro
vide for our needs.
Hmvever, (this) requires that \"e engas-e
actively and increasingly in the commerce of the lolorld. A non
trading, isolated America will be a low-growth or no-growth America ••
There are important measures to be taken~
(1) Development of
energy self-sufficiency, (2) Improved productivity; (3) Plant
modernization; (4) A sound environmental policy: (5) Encouragement
of the American enterprise system •. olt is ironic, indeen tragic,
that there are serious moves in the Congress to break up major
American corporations that have helped build up America's own
economy and contributed to world productivity ••. lt is high time that
\Ie stopped apologizing for our American enterprise system vlith its
free labor movement •.. 11
1)

FOSTI::RING ECONOHIC GRor'!TH ABROAD
"On my recent trip to Southeast Asia, leaders said firmly
that they cannot resist imperialist subversion by military forces
alone without steady economic growth and social progress for their
people ..• essential in a struggle involving subversion, terrorism,
and constant disruptions in the lives of the peoples of these
countries. One of these leaders told me that 'The economic pro
gress from one multinational corporation out here is worth at least
three divisionsi ••• New nations ••• who have chosen independence and
the enterprise system have made dramatic progress compared to those
who have followed the Comnunist al ternative ••• T:,1e must not accept a
shriveling pie of goods and services, as envisaged by some dooms
day prophets, but rather \'lork toward an expanding pie for all to
share in increasing amounts. 1I
2)

ACCESS TO RAh' ~''IATERIALS, CAPITAL, SCIENCE AND
TECHnOLOGY, !'IANAGEtmNT AND rIARKETS
"The attractiveness of the u.S. domestic market for
foreign goods, u.S. food surpluses, financial strengths, and the
need of other nations for capital, technological and managerial
expertise, are the bases for equitable international arrangements •••
3)
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4 ) FREEDO]\I OF THE SEAS
" •.• Freedom of traffic'~n the seas depends principally on
the American Navy ••• itself being challenged by the world-wide growth
of the Soviet Union's naval power ••• The time is at hand to greatly
accelerate the rebuilding of the American Navy ••• 11
5)
AN OPEN HORLD
"The era of old world inperialist eMpires is gone. And yet
we find ourselves faced with a ne~., and far rnore complex form of
imperialism, a nixture of Czarism and tlarxism with colonial
appendages ••. Pursuit of a more open world is in America's
interest .•. The Congress should stop hamstringing the President and
his Administration through amendments and riders that defeat this
basic objective."

A CLOSER PART~-1ERSHIP OF THE INDEPENDENT NATIO~JS
we like it or not, an attempt is undenqay to
organize the world into a new empire in which the Soviet sun never
sets .•• A positive and far closer partnership of the independent
nations of the world •.• is an essential counterpoise •.. the greatest
hope for the ultimate realization of freedom and respect for human
dignity throughout the world."
6)

"~'Jhether

IDENTIFICATION ~lITH PROGRESS A~m SELF_~EALrZATION
OF ALL PEOPLES
"Certainly, ",Tithin our borders there are problems between
national and ethnic groups.
The crucial fact, however, is that so
many people of such varied racial, religious, national origin and
cultural backgrounds have, through emphasizing shared values, made
the most productive society yet achieved by man.
The United States
cannot represent all its people, or its own national self interest,
if it tries or is forced to represent special groups ahead of the
Nation's interests as a whole ..• "
7)

r.;lAHITADTING A SUFFICIENCY OF PO'rJER
(A) base of American foreign policy must always be to
maintain sufficient power so the United States and the other inde
pendent nations are not in danger of being overrun or engulfed by
Soviet or any other imperialism ••• In the brief trip I made just a
few weeks ago ••• again and again, I heard fear of Soviet expansionism,
fear that the United States is turning inward, fear that America is
losing -- not the capacity to lead -- but the will to lead.
8)
II

9)

PRESIDEnTIAL

RESPO~-1SIBILITY

FOR THE CONDUCT OF FOREIGN

AFFAI~S

liThe Ship of State cannot be steered by 536 hands grasping
for the tiller ••• Congressional actions in the past few years, how
ever well-intentioned, have hamstrung the Presidency and u~urped the
Presidential prerogative in the conduct of foreign affairs. They
have already caused serious difficulties abroad and have even worse
implications for the future of our foreign policy.
There is no
alternative but a return to the constitutional arrangement of strong
Presidential initiative and leadership in foreign affairs with the
cooperation of the Congress."
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THE .n.llERICAi..J NILL TO LEAD

"American leadership ~.,ill endure only so long as ~Jle pre
serve our faith and belief as a people in our moral and spiritual
values and our confidence in ourselves, our heritage and our
basic institutions .•.
"The Ford Administration has dealt "lith foreign policy
with a deep understanding of the facts and a sensitive perception
of the exceedingly complex interrelationships involved. We cannot
proceed with simplistic slogans ~hich disregard the facts and mis
lead the public .•. Public understanding is essential to the develop
ment of policies serving our enlightened self-interest ... (and) is
essential to our security and that of all those in the lA70rld that
look to us for hope, for help, and for inspiration. n

FULL TEXT FOLLor"7S
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FOLLor,TILTG IS FULL TEXT OF SPEF.CH
The Stake of AMericans in Our Foreiqn Polic
This is
a very crit1cal t1me .or t. e Un1 teil, States an1 the f'~orl(f.
Recognition of the difficulties that confront us today is bringing
American forei~n policy into the Presidential priMaries and the
Presidential election.
Some people decry this development. They believe it
um-rise to parade the divisions in our councils before the \-..orld.
Others call for debate to air the issues and seek through the
Presidential contest to settle a course for foreign policy. Still
others seize on the occasion of the election to drive hard bargains
for their special interests, foreign clients or domestic
constituents, by pressing Presidential and Congressional candidates
for election year action and advance foreign policy cOJ"lJT'itments.
Intellectually, Americans like to think of their country
as presenting a united posture to the rest of the \'JOrld. apolitics
should end at the water's edge" evokes a positive res:"onse here.
Certainly, unity in our foreign policy position abroad is in our
best, long-term, self-interest, but such unity can be achieved only
if there is a generalized public understan~ing of and agreement
on foreign policy. And that, in turn, Must be rooted in a basic
consensus on major domestic objectives and policies if our foreign
policy is to be meaningful and effective.
Unless there is such a consensus, politics cannot and
will not "' stop at the water' sedge.
Indeed, today the politics
of foreiqn nations are not stopping "Then they hit our shores.
Foreign governments and their local aqents mount lobbies and
influence upon the Congress, the Executive Departments and the
lrhite House -- not to mention their influence, throu~h our
communications systern y on American public opinion.
I.

Yt\e'have corne a long way in time fro!"" the days ~Then the
actions of a Citizen Genet scandali?:ed T'1ashington and the nation.
Today it appears we have latter-day Citizen Genets by the score -
and little, if anYi public attention riveted upon them.
Interrelationship of Domestic and Foreign Policy -- T'10st
Americans have considered foreign affairs to be remote from their
daily lives,. and except when ''lar intruded, not to involve their
particular living nor to impact upon their future \'lell-beinCf.
One can ascribe reasons for this attitude -- the vast distances
of the United States from most of the rest of the "Torld, the
enorrr.ous domestic market for goods right here at home, to mention
but tHO.
However, the fact is that our foreign policy cannot be
something apart front our domestic policy. Each has significant
impact upon the other. American dOMestic agricultural policies
and American government support of agricultural production is a
significant dimension and influence in our conduct of foreign
affairs.
Our export of agricultural products has been a major
element in our achieving foreign exchange balances that have made
it possible for us to meet the enormous rise in petroleum prices
imposed by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).
On the other hand, American support of its close friend, Israel,
in the niddle East, \-Jas importantly related to the Arab oil
embargo and the subsequent O~EC Development.
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In this energy area r the Congressional domestic policy of
holding down the nrices of U. S. proaucen vetroleum and natural
gas are contributing to the decline in our-doMestic production and
our grrn.ring dependence on iynports, ~"'hile at the same tiMe, the
American people are going back to the purchase of big cars, . . rhich
only exacerbates the dependence.
In addition, some of our domestic environmental policies
have stymied the building of new electric power plants, both coal
and nuclear, and thereby added to our reliance on energy imports
from abroad. Today, we are more dependent on low-sulphur Arab
oil for American agriculture, int=lustry, transport and household
uses every day. Such gro.. .r ing dependence, t00ether with the
constant tensions in the ~~idcUe East 1 maJ.-:e the nangers of another
boycott far more ominous than before.
This has a serious impnct upon American foreiqn policy
and, indeed our basic national security. It is for this reason
that President Ford has been urging the Congress for two years to
adopt an over~ll energy policy, and more recently to enact the
Energy Independence Authority. I aI'l happy to say that congressional
hearings have already been started on the Energy Independence
Authority.
p

Taking another area in which domestic and foreign policy
are closely related, the Natergate inquiry raised some questions
about possible CIA domestic activity in connection with that
episode. At the President's request, I headed an inquiry into
the allegations and definitely found certain domestic violations,
but on the whole a vitally important and reasonably conducted
intelligence operation. :·:re made a series of recomr.'endations to
correct the situation, which the President has a0opte~.
Later, the Congressional investigations went far beyond
the domestic scene. In the process, they exposed American foreign
intelligence operations to the world -- to the qreat profit of
potential enemies and the grave distress of foreign friends.
These investigations have had a most serious impact on the
effectiveness of our foreign policy and national security.
A nation to survive in the real \-,orld needs an intelligence
operation. Other nations of the world -- and most particularly
the Soviet Union -- employ the roost elaborate intelligence
gathering and covert activities.
If ,·re are to avoid ,.,ar and protect our interests, we
require both the most modern intelligence-gathering system and
effective covert operations. An AMerica without an effective
intelligence agency is a sitting duck in a world of loaded
shotguns. The foregoing are but examples of hOlIl7 domestic politics
and international affairs respond each to the other.
For the AMerican people, the essential task is to
determine what serves their own enlightened self-interest in
foreign policy. And this" since foreign policy has to be an
extension of domestic policy; must have its roots right here
at horne. Here rhetoric, no matter how lofty, is no substitute
for practical knowledgeable action designed to meet specific
needs or attain definite objectives of the American people.
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This does not mean that }\.J11ericans are not motivated or
should not be motivated by broad hUManitarian concerns, by moral
and spiritual precepts. Our nation was founded on moral principles
and we will endure only if ~:.,e live by them. 13ut l\mericans must
see ev~nts in their true light and not permit emotionalism to
substitute for moral judgment.
In this election year, let us air the major issues
of foreign policy. Let us look at the record, examine the facts
and argue the alternatives. The Ford Anministration has 0ealt with
foreign oolicy ~ri th a ceep underst-"!.nrlincr of the facts anG a sensi tivr
perception of the excAp.0inqly complex interrelationshi~s involven..
He cannot proceed \-Ji th simplistic slogans \o,hich disregaro.
the facts and mislead the public. Public understandin~ is essential
to the rlevelopment of policies in serving our enlightened self
interest.
Ten tlajor Bases for American Foreign Policy - !Jhat, we
may ask then, are the solid bases for AMerican foreign policy? I
would like to discuss the follo,"ring ten:
(1)

Fosterinrr ""conoMic Grm'lth

~.t

POJ"1.e

One of the first bases is the fosterinq of econoMic grm\1th
to bring about more jobs, better opportunities and iMproved livinq
for all Americans. Obviously, we Must have a grol'lth policy at home
if "re are to provide for our needs. However, a gro~rth economy at
hore requires that we engage actively and increasingly in the
commerce of the '-10rld. l\. non-trading, isolated America will be a
low-growth or no-growth America. Great as our own resources are,
and enormous as our domestic market is, the difference between a
truly prospering and growing America ana a stagnating America is
our foreign trade and commerce.
There are important measures to be taken if grm·.rth is to
be stimulated' 1. Development of energy self-sufficiency'
2. improvement of the productivity of American capital and
technology, labor, management and government~ 3. modernization of
our plant and equipment: 4. pursuit of a sound environmental policy
compatible with economic qrowth~ 5. encouragement of the American
enterprise systeM, through incentives, and through elimination of
mounting bureaucratic restraints, over-regulation arid' il-l-cp,llcei'ved
taxation measures.
It is ironic, indeed tragic, that there are serious moves
in the Congress to break up major P~erican corporations that have
helped build l\rnerica IS O\,Tn economy and contributed to world
productivity, and r that by their managerial capacities and
financial strengths have provided markets throughout the world
for products and services created by American labor and ingenuity.
Quite to the contrary we should be seeking increased productivity
to enhance the competitiveness in world Markets of goods produced
by American l'lorkers.
I

And we must seek through our foreign policy to enhance
fair trading opportunity for American business abroad -- and not
hesitate to do so. Every major nation in the world -- from
France to Japan to Bra~il to the Soviet Union -- has the development
of overseas markets for its products and the securing of overseas
sources of needed and desired imports as one of its cardinal
objectives.
It is high time that we stopped apologizing for our
American enterprise system Nith its free l3.bor movement. v'7e should
facilitate, not hamstring, the entry of American business, large,
medium and small, into world markets.

(HORE)
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In this connection, the large international companies,
or the multinational corporations, have played a major role in
the vast expansion of trade, the introduction of new technologies
around the world, worldwide improvements in managing and marketing.
Surely, there are problems and there have been abuses -- just as
there also have been in government and the professions. These
abuses must be corrected and the individuals responsible rooted out.
However, the answer to the correction of such abuses and to providing
more jobs for Americans does not lie in hasty attempts to chop such
corporations into pieces or to tax them into paralysis.
Experience has demonstrated that the multinational
corporation -- whether of U. S., European, or Japanese origins
is a most effective way today to 0evelop markets and spread technology
in the world. In the process? it can bring benefits to both its
home country and others.
(2)

Fostering Economic Growth Abroad

For the United States, the promotion of trade and commerce
is best done through close and mutually beneficial ties with other
countries. Clearly, one of our present objectives should be to
support President Ford in his efforts to revive the lagging
multilaterial trade neootiations in Geneva. We also should support
the Law of the Seas and other multinational and regional economic
negotiations on which the Ford Administration and the Secretary of
State have been and are working so hard in our national interest.
Among these are the Rambouillet and Jamaica Conferences ,,,i th the
other major free-market industrial nations to deal with the problems
caused by inflation, recession; unemployment and high energy costs.
It is worth remindino ourselves that these industrial
nations account for 65 per cent of the world's production and
70 per cent of its trade. These are nations not committed to
state-dominated and st~te-controlled economies, but are basically
·follo\<Ting the enterprise system. Their continued groirJth and
contribution' to world trade and development are essential ~- not
only for their own interests but for the developing nations of the
world.
American relations must vary with these nations, so
loosely caught up in that phrase I'The Third World.
Ne must be
sensitive to their aspirations and perceived needs, the state of
their industrial advancement, their commitment to trade and
development, their resources and capacities, as well as their
internal social and political problems.
,!

The Ford Administration has taken significant initiatives
in this respect, as evidenced by the dramatic economic and social
proposals for multinational cooperation made before the United
Nations last fall, the recent visit of the Secretary of State to
Latin America, and the participation of the Secretary in the U.N.
Conference on Trade and Development in Nairobi this \,leek.
On my recent trip through Southeast Asia, leaders said
firmly that they cannot resist imperialist subversion by military
force alone without steady economic growth and social progress
for their people. The latter is essential ina struggle involving
subversion, terrorism, and constant disruptions in the lives of
the peoples of these countries.

(MORE)
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One of these lea~s told me .-that, "The economic
progress from one m1J.l ~t.fonal core~iattOn' out here is worth a.t
least three divisi6.ris:~~!
The United -States has a vital interest
r -. .".,
in the growth and . :development
of. all these nations •
. t
\ .
~'.~),

Only throtigh 'solid develop~~nt can the enormous problem
of rapidly-increasing world population be' met with success.
There is large potential in areas of the world for the production
of foods and of other materials critical for living.'
There are still l~rge areas that can support far more
people than currently live there. There are other areas that
today are not. even supporting" th~ir own people, but could do so.
The gr6lo"th o'f these areas require capital investment, technology i
train~ng in new skills
managerial know-how, all of ~1hich the
American enterprise systern.American philanthropy and American
government can help significantly to supply -- not to mention the
capacities of i'lestern Furope and Japan.
f

The objective of our foreign policy should. be to do so
and it can be done, so that it benefits not only the. people of
the developing nations but the people of the United States as well.
This means achieving international agreements against expropriat!oI)
of capital investments without fair compensation and being friendly
but firm in dealing with the Third {\lorld.
New nations really have ,only two basic choices for out
side capital -- the Communist wOljla or the free enterprise world.
Those who' have chosen independence and the enterprise system
have made dramatic progress cOl!lp~red to those who have followed
the COmMunist alternative. I~~: my conclusion that the world
can and must add to the availal?_il~t;y'of resources, jobs and income
for people. r'Te must not accept -fl ishriveling pie of goods and
services as envisaged by· some Doomsday prophets. but rather work
toward an expanding pie for all to share in increasing amounts.
I'

(3) Access to Raw l1aterials. Capital, Science and Technology,
r1anagement and Markets
Another of the bases of our foreign policy should be to
assure access to energy and key ra~·' materials like oil, chrome,
bauxite and the other products essential to the American economy
as well as those of the other independent nations. The attractive
ness of the U. S. domestic market for foreign goods, our food
surpluses, our financial strengths, and the 'need of other
.
nations for capital, technology and managerial expertise, are the
basis for Mutually advantageous and equitable international
arrangements. And looking to the future we must, as has been so
forcefully advocated by President Ford's Administration, come to an
international. understanding ofthe·use of the untapped resources
in the une¥plored areas of the sea, air and space, as well as: the
polar region.
,.
(4) .. Fre~dom
of the Seas
,
It almost goes without saying that all of the foregoing
economic development at home and abroad r development of greater
trade and comrnerce~ access to raw materials -- depends upon free
dom of the sea. lane.s -- that· is, the: free and unhampered passage
of ships of all nations throughout the world. This is an historic
base of American foreign policy, but it needs reemphasis in the
most positive. tones today. Today freedom of traffic on the 'seas
depends for the free world principally on the American N'avy;
inasmuch as the other nations of the free world no longer maintain
large naval forces.

(r!ORE)
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This American Navy 7 hO\AJever, itself is being challenged
by the worldwide growth of the Soviet Union's naval power -- in
ships, in submarines, in missiles and in technology. Our naval
investment in r'lorld Par II has been ':liped out by time and
technology. The time is at hane to greatly accelerate the
rebuilding of the American Navy so it can play its role in
maintaining freedom of the sea lanes.
(5 )

An

Open T'lor ld

The era of old world imperialist empires is gone. And
yet l're find ourselves faced with a ne\,l and f~r More complex form
of iMperialism, a mixture of Czarism and Harxism, "lith colonial
appendages. As a result, far too much of the e~rth's surface is
closed off today, in one way or another, to the free flow of
communication. the free movement of tourists, businessmen, scholars
and journalists.
An "open "TOrld 'l "Tould offer humanity a far greater choice
of forms of society and government -- of patterns of living and
working -- tharithe closed or partially closed areas of the world
now do. Pursuit of a more open world is in America's interest,
for it expands the horizons of others as \-Tell as Americans. And,
as a free society, we can be more secure' in a more open ".Torld.
Detente is a major effort in the direction of a more
secure and open \'lorld. Certainly. the avoidance of nuclear con
frontation l the increased communication, exchang~ of'visitors,
cultural associations, joint space ac~ivities and opportunities
for expanded trade ,..,hich this ne\-l Soviet-American relationship
offered were major steps in the right direction, even though it
was never expected that the \AJorld,..,ide ideological objectives of
the Soviet Union would change. Similarly, the opening of relation
ships with China was a significant development of such a policy.
The question may a9propriately be aske0; "Nhat more specifically
should we be doing for this more open worln?"
I

First, I share President Ford's belief that ve should
press vigorously for implementation of those agreements which
nation~ of the world have signed and ratified, both within the
context of the United !;ations and outside, It,Thich look to freer
access of information, communication and travel.
Second, I believe the Congress should stop hamstringing
the President and his Ac.ministration froIT' Moving fonlard ,·Ti th
such interchanges and proqrams through Congressional amendments
and riders that defeat this hasic objective.
Third,. as the' '·Torle.' s leading nation in technology, I
urge that ~.,e make a concerted national effort·· to maintain this
leadership, through encouragement ann incentives to scientific
and technological training, manpower and development. He should
strive to secure more openness in the closed and semi-closed
areas of the ,·;rorld for mutually beneficial exchanges of technology
as a condition to the export of our technology and to our coopera
tion with such areas in technological development.
Fourth, we should clearly not hide the fact, nor
apologize for the fact, that our technological develo?ments
are related to our democratic way of life, our individual free
dom, our national security effort, our philanthropic support of
research, our educational system, our gover~~ental support of
basic researph, and our American competitive enterprise system
and military strength.

n10RE)
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'~ll of the \.,orld -" and particular,ly., ~I1e dev~loping
world -- s,hould know that our system of entefpr,i's'e:,,: ,oui:, str,ucture
of freedom" and our commitment to human, digni'ty ,a're, basic', ingredi
ents in o'ur" ,free science, and' our' "fniccessfut tecl)n'C)+'bgy' ~~' The
incentives"to individual and collective research,~'th~, challenge' to
find technolpgy to meet present and eme.rge~t,si~u,a'tions" the
willingness ,;1;.0 r,is~ 'time,moriey and resour'c'es; are'surelyrelatyd
to the promise,.of reward for such efforts. "Ou:):." 200-year history
bears such witrie~s.
" ,

(6)

A CIQser Partnership of the Independent Nations

·l.fu.eth~r we, like it or not, a".continuing attempt fs underway
to organize .the'\-lOxld into a net., empir~ in whj,ch the, Soviet sun
never sets~' Tpl.s. new form; Of imperiali~m -- I kn,ow of no better way
to describe it "'":- involves' ideological," diplomatic, economic"
financial, ,:)?oliticai
military structures and relationspips
importantly/dominated from rlOSCOli.
,

:'.and

.or

,
'A':,positive' ,and far, ~lose+' partnership
the independent'
nations of the world'~ particularly of those that e~pouse and
encourage economic enterprise without state domination and cOntrol,
is an essential counterpoise, economically, 1l\il;itar.,ily and
politically, to the Soviet' s expanS!ioni~t, th~~st~. This is the
greatest hope-, for' the ultimate realization of.- freedom and respect
for human dignity throughout the worl.j.
.
(7)

Identification with P:rogres~ 'and Self-Realization of all p~oi;ies

The United States should b.e in the forefront of encouraging
nations -- ,new and.old .. - to develop, thedr' identity, their economy
and their "partic'u-Iar role in the world., 'This .,means taking a
realistic, view -- both of what America can of,fer and of the capaci
ties anti cir~,umstilnces of other nations. It' means' developing a
closer and more consistent series of trade , investment,' s,o'ci,al,
cultural and, indeed, political ties, with, natiQns large and "small
in alL parts of the ,world. In dealing with all,nations, one:of
Americal.s .great ,strengths is America's own coslQ,opolitan population
-- its' unity "Tithin the diversity of the peoples who compose
the United States.
",;.

Certainly, within our borders there are problems between
national and ethnic groups. The crucial fact, however, is that so
many' people of such varied racia'l, religious, national origin and
cultural bp,~kg~ounds have, through emphasizing s~~red values,
made the most produc't!~ye society yet achieved ,by ,man. The
United,~tates .canJ:lot-;r~present all its people, or its own national
self-inter~str if it ,t~i~s, or is, forced, to ,represent special
groups ahead
'of"the ,nation's
interests as a whole.
.
.
.
.~

(8)

rIaintaining a Sufficiency of

PO~1er

; c,: '" ~~~' ~i9hih 'base of American foreign policy must always be
to',Jltaintp.in- sufficient power so: ,th,e United States and the other
indepen~ent, na.t.iprls are not in qan'ger of being overrun or engulfed
by Soviet,oriany'other imperialism. Sufficient strength, there
fore, must be at hand, or be developed, to preserve the freedom
of the sea lanes, to ensure that·rieither directly by military
action, nor indirectly through infiltration, subversion or blackm.ail,
can the independent nations be picked off one-by-one, dominated or
overwhelmed.
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This requires that the United States and the other inde
pendent nations maintain a military capacity and presence that can
counterbalance that of the Soviet Union and its sateliites. It
me'ans also working with our NATO allies and with nations in other
areas of the world to add to this strength. It means encou+aging
continued economic growth and development throughout the world to
help other peoples meet their needs and aspirations, and it means
having the industrial capacity and strength to support the
necessary military and strategic·elements. "
.
. ..
.

.\....

In the welter of criticisms of America and its institu
tions and policies:-- many ot them generated here at home;...;.. the
American public does not have an accurate picture of the United
States' role in the world. In the brief trip I made j.ust a, fe\"
weeks ago to various parts of the world, leader after leader of
the independent nations called for American' leadership, economic,
diplomatic and political, and backed by a 'strong military presence.
Again and again, I heard a three-fold fear: Fear of Soviet
expansionism, fear that the United States is turning inward, and
the fear that America is losing -- not the capacity to lead -- but
the will to lead.
The original' purpose ofrt'detente" was to est~blish
contacts between the Soviet Union ahd the United States ''1hich
would reduce the dan~er of a: nuclear' confrontation. The phrase
has unfortunately' been taken by some as meaning the ~oviets ,had
given up their global aims or their aggressive interriational
objectives.
From the beginning, this was. not the case. As ~he
Secretary of the Central Committee of . the Soviet CO.nununist Party
flatly put it: "In conditions of detente, the front lines of
ideological conflict do not become silent. On the' 'contrary, they
become deeper and wider." Therefore, it ~as never int~nded,
however, that the "detente" policy should lead~o unil.ateral
cuts in U.S. milit.ary programs and 'unbalance the'economic,
military, polit~caland'social' forces of the 'free worid versus the
Soviet world. Nor, was it.intended that the United States be
considered tohavegiven.up its championship for- the free \-,orld
and for oppressed peoples everywhere-,' including those now under
Soviet domination.
(9)

Presidential Responsibility for the Conduct of Foreign Affairs

·The United States Coristitution makes the President
responsible for the conduct of·our international relations,
subject to. the role of the Senate to confirm Ambassadors and to
approve treaties and subject to the significant power of the
Congress for appropriations. r.::'he Ship of State cannot be
steered by 536 hands grasping for the tiller.
From the very onset of our constitutional system the
President -- as chief executive officer of the government, Head of
State in dealing with foreign governments, Commander-in-Chief of
the military forces, and as the officer charged with negotiating
international agreements -- has been responsible for initiation
and implementation of American foreign policy.

(r~.oRE)
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Congressional actions in the past few years, however
well intentioned, have hamstrung the Presidency and usurped the
Presidential prerogative in the conduct of foreign affairs. They
have already caused serious difficulties abroad and have even
worse implications for the future of our foreign policy. There is
frankly no alternative but to return to the constitutional arrange
ment of strong Presidential initiative and leadership in foreign
affairs with the cooperation of the Congress.
(10)

The American 'Vall to Lead

Fundamental to all of this is the continuing American
will to lead. This can only be based on -- an understanding by
the American people of the fundamental realities of the ,~orld in
which we live, and, the relationship of those realities to our
long-term enlightened self-interest.
But American leadership will endure only so long as we
preserve our faith and belief as a people in our moral and
spiritual values and our confidence in ourselves, our heritage, and
our basic institutions. It is only from such a base that ~"le can
summon the inspiration, the vision and the courage necessary to
grasp the unique opportunities which exist at this moment in history.
I am optimistic about the future, confident that the
American people will summon the will to lead in the face of our
unprecedented challenges, to realize our own dreams as a nation
born of freedom, to achieve a national purpose worthy of a free
people, dedicated to the individual dignity and well-being of all
mankind.
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